
Working principle

The Geosense® Slip Indicator comprises a flexible pipe with 
base plate which is inserted into the base of a borehole and 
surrounded with sand. When a lateral differential movement of 
the soil occurs, the flexible tube will become deformed in the 
zone of movement. Indicator probes, attached to a length of 
support rope, are used to determine the zone of movement.

Installation

During installation it is imperative that the The Geosense® 
flexible Slip Indicator tubing is installed without any bends and 
as near to vertical as possible. The base probe is placed to the 
bottom of the flexible tubing and secured at the top prior to 
installation into the borehole.

To ensure the above, the The Geosense® Slip Indicator flexible 
tube, complete with base plate, is placed within temporary rigid 
sleeves during placement into the borehole. Sand is hydraulically 
placed around the temporary sleeves through the sand placing 
tube via a special sand-placing tool. As the sand level rises 
the temporary sleeving tubes are progressively withdrawn. 
The upper level of the sand should always be maintained 
approximately 1.5m above the base of the temporary sleeves.

Once the installation is complete the installation should be 
protected with a vandal-proof cover.

Monitoring of the installation is then carried out by raising the 
lower probe and lowering another from the surface. Any major 
deflection in the flexible tube will prevent the probes from 
moving easily thus identifying the areas of movement.

FEATURES

Can be installed in 70mm boreholes or larger

Cost effective way to measure movement in soils

Simple to install

No readout required

Probes can be made to suit individual 
requirements

Slip Indicator System 

Overview

APPLICATIONS

For the economic method of determining, within a 
soil mass, the location of a zone where movement 
is occurring
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